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Boxicity

FACT every graph has box representation in
some Rd

Roberts 1969: even d ≤ |V |
2 .

DEF box(G): smallest d s.t. G has box representation in Rd



Some properties

box(G) ≤ ∆(G)2 + 2 (Esperet)

box(G) ≤ O(∆(G) log(∆(G))2) (Adiga, Bhowmick,Chandran)

box(G) ≤ tw(G) + 2 (Chandran and Sivadasan)

box(G) = 1⇔ G interval graph

box(G) ≤ 2 for any outer-planar graph (Scheinerman)

box(G) ≤ 3 for any planar graph (Thomassen)
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Calculating the boxicity...

...not an easy task: try Petersen graph

...NP-complete, even for constant d ≥ 2
(Cozzens, Yannakakis, Kratochvı́l)

instead: try FPT-algorithm, that is

algorithm for box(G) of f (k) · nO(1)-time, where

n : number of vertices

k : some parameter of G (treewidth, girth, max degree...)



Parameter map

NP-hard FPT FPT approx

Vertex Cover [1]

Twin Cover [3]

Max Leaf NumberDistance to Clique

Vertex Clique Cover
Number [2] Distance to

Co-Cluster

Distance to
Cluster

F

Distance to
Disjoint Paths Feedback

Edge Set

Bandwidth

Maximum
Independent Set

Distance to
Cograph

Distance to
Interval

Feedback
Vertex Set Pathwidth F

Minimum
Dominating Set

Distance to
Chordal [4]

Distance to
Outerplanar Maximum

Degree [5]

Diameter
Treewidth

Cliquewidth

[1] Adiga, Chitnis and Saurabh 2010
[2] Yannakakis 1982
[3] Ganian 2011

[4] Adiga, Bhowmick and Chandran 2010
[5] Kratochvı́l 1994
F our results



Bounded treewidth probably doesn’t help

G bounded treewidth −→ one dimension unbounded tw



Our results

Theorem (B, Chopin, Joos, Schaudt)

Boxicity is FPT when parameterised by distance to
cluster

Theorem (B, Chopin, Joos, Schaudt)

+1-approximation algorithm that is FPT when
parameterised by pathwidth

+a hint of hardness for bandwidth as parameter.
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Set up

Theorem

Algorithm of running time f (k)nO(1) for boxicity, where k is the distance to
cluster

X

Parameter k

Compute X with |X | ≤ 3k
s.t. G − X cluster graph

AIM delete all but f (k) vertices without changing the boxicity
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Strategy

X

AIM Mimick true twin reduction:

find two clusters K ,K ′ that are
the same in G

delete K ′

get box representation of G−K ′

add boxes for K ′ that are copies
of the boxes of K

→ for this to work we need many identical clusters



Clusters have bounded size

X
Cluster with many vertices
→ true twins!

Delete one twin, reduce size

may assume: each cluster of
bounded size
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...
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with same neighbourhood in X
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prove hardness result for bounded treewidth!
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A last box

Thanks for your
attention!
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